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Vitruvius suggested in his texts On Architecture that architecture is an imitation of nature,ii
but what happens when architecture becomes nature and we begin, through the design of
biological systems, to become architects of nature? Just as the latter part of the twentieth
century was transformed through information technologies, it is widely predicted that the
of energy and other resources and are capable of processes such as programmed self
using more traditional human engineered systems. To this end, Synthetic Biology has been
heralded as an important technological and design paradigm, enabling the development
of complex material systems.
Synthetic Biology has been the subject of debate in a number of disciplines, including
architecture. The possibility of designing material forms through the manipulation of
molecular and microscopic scale structures offers a radically different way of thinking about
the design process and its possible outcomes. These speculations also raise important
While the architectural design discourse around Synthetic Biology is rich, there is a growing
gap between speculative practices in architecture and the current practices of Synthetic
Biology. As it is currently practiced, Synthetic Biology seeks to conceptualise the design of
biological systems through a design framework developed from mechanical and electrical
engineering rather than architecture. This paradigm involves understanding biological
systems as composed of modular units assembled ‘top down’ through a hierarchy of
abstraction. Architects, on the other hand, view Synthetic Biology in terms of ‘bottom up’
processes of material self-organisation and emergence. In reality, the design of biological
systems is unlikely to be either entirely ‘bottom up’ or ‘top down’ and, to close this gap
in understanding, it is necessary for architects to move beyond design speculation and to
engage in Synthetic Biology as a material practice. A shift in design thinking will need to
take place as lab and studio practices are merged to create new sorts of prototypes to
experiment with new biological materials and forms.
This paper will develop the theme of Synthetic Biology as a material practice through
<<

current state of the art in terms of architectural design speculations based upon the notion
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of a, so called, literal biological paradigm in architecture. It will then focus on the process of
biomineralisation and refer to a series of experiments designed to investigate the process of
calcium carbonate formation using naturally occurring bacteria. These experiments, which
act as pilot studies, investigate how we might combine laboratory and studio practices and
how material engagement with, even simple, biological systems might inform and ground
design speculations in a material reality.
The Architecture of Synthetic Biology
systems biology, computer science and engineering. As a result, most current models
of Synthetic Biology are based on an engineering design paradigm that conceptualises
the design of biological systems through a hierarchy of abstraction. Critical to this
conceptualisation is the notion of standardisation, where biological systems are likened
to electronic and computation components. Within this model, proteins and genes are
equivalent to physical transistors, biochemical reactions are the equivalent of logic gates,
metabolic pathways are the equivalent of hardware modules (e.g. processors), cells are
the equivalent of computers and tissue and cell cultures are the equivalent of networks.iii
Underlying this system is the software of biology: Deoxyribonucleic acid (hereafter DNA).
This approach, however, raises important epistemological and practical questions. While
the conceptualisation of biological systems as hierarchical, and divided into discreet and
interchangeable units, has the effect of taming an otherwise unruly design space, it may
also oversimplify processes whose functionality lies in their complexity. In addition, it is
important to distinguish between the analogy of hypothetical biological systems, and
actual biological systems as they are and as they may be engineered.
In considering an alternative to the engineering design model, a useful reference point
is architectural practice. Architects make use of a range of ‘mediating artefacts’, which
enable design at many different levels of abstraction and allow for collaboration across
extensive design teams. Whilst the separation of the design process from the material
processes of construction has been liberating, however, enabling the design of complex
new buildings, it has also been problematic, leading on occasion to unsustainable building
practices and an architectural discourse which has, notably in the light of computational
from material reality.iv At the same time, however, there have also been more ‘grounded’
developments in architecture, which have continued to investigate the logic of material
construction as the genesis for design through direct engagement in material prototypes.
Architecture has thrived on this tension between rational abstraction and material reality
and this paper suggests that this approach and experience can help to inform the future
development of Synthetic Biology. In exploring this proposition, however, we will need to
question the very status of design representations as topographical templates or patterns
for material articulation. When designing biological systems, there is likely to be a less
direct relationship between design representation and material construction as the role of
the designer shifts from ‘sculptor’ to ‘cultivator’ of materials.
Architecture as Synthetic Biology
<<

offers the possibility of a ‘literal biological paradigm’.v In contrast to biomimicry, where forms
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and systems are copied from nature, the literal biological paradigm proposes architectures
constructed using biological systems directly. The literal biological paradigm has, for some
time, been a focus for architectural theory and speculative design practice vi but, to fully
understand this work, it is necessary to relate structures and events which are manipulated
through Synthetic Biology at microscopic levels, to the creation of material forms at a
macroscopic (visible) scale.vii As yet, however, we have few practical ways of relating these
different scales of material construction. We certainly have no way of easily understanding
the implications of designing a building by manipulating its DNA or of entering a design
process where it is necessary to produce detail drawings at 1000:1.
There is precedent for design and arts led responses to Synthetic Biology, notably
the EPSRC/NSF funded Synthetic Aesthetics project.viii However, with the few notable
exceptions, referenced above, design speculation on architecture and biology tends not
structures that are driven by computation modelling. In so doing, designers simplify the
between scales of forms and patterns, see for example Paul Preissner’s, Back to the
Future.ix In fully exploring the relationship between architectural practice and Synthetic
an attempt to give this new literal biological paradigm a material reality.
Conceptual Framework: Towards a Synthetic Shell
To help frame the proposed approach, it is worth considering the case of abalone shells.
Shells occupy an iconic status within architecture and have been used as an emblem for
scale and proportion as well as providing the basis of many types of building materials. In
addition, shell formation is a good example of the complex relationship between biological
mechanisms and the construction of inorganic materials through organic processes. An
by which the organism’s cells organise into a pattern). The organism doesn’t build its shell
directly but instead these tissues act like a scaffold and the abalone alters the chemical
composition of its outer surface in order to induce calcium in its environment to combine
with carbon and crystallize through a process called biomineralisation. Furthermore, by
altering the chemical environment through the addition of extra cellular substances, the
crystals (sometimes referred to as mother of pearl) to the outer layer that is made up of
vertical crystals to create an exceptionally strong surface.x By controlling this process of
mineralisation, the abalone constructs a single material with the properties of a composite
energy. This is a fascinating process, not least because the status of the shell is ambiguous.
Its form and material are products of the interaction with its environment and, although
it is not living, it cannot be considered as entirely inorganic. Both biomineralisation and
morphogenesis are often studied independently in science but the two processes are
rarely studied together and have never been studied together in the context of design.
Biomineralisation
Biomineralisation is the process by which organisms initiate and control physical
<< processes, associated with the crystallization of minerals to produce hard materials, for
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example bones, and shells. Biomineralisation is also a by-product of processes in nature
such as bacterial activity in soils. Limestone and marble are both iconic building materials
and recognizable products of calcium carbonate biomineralisation. This process involves
low energy use (compared to the production and maintenance of soft tissue) and has
been studied in the context of buildings as a way of creating new ‘self healing’ materials,xi
and through design speculations. Examples of the latter are Magnus Larson’s proposal to
create new sandstone structures through the consolidation of sand dunes, and Rachel
carbonate reef.xii
Aside from the potential applications of biomineralisation, the process itself is worthy of
further study, particularly in relation to bacteria induced calcium carbonate production which
can be seen as a prototype for processes seen in more complex organisms. In bacterial
biomineralisation, the organisms are only indirectly responsible for the crystallisation of
calcium carbonate. Rather, calcium carbonate is a product of urease which is a chemical
released into the bacteria’s environment that alters its alkalinity such that calcium will tend to
bind with carbon. In addition, the bacteria produce cellular materials known as extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS), which have been shown to control both the morphology and
distribution of calcium carbonate crystals. Comparisons have been made between this
process and the formation of an abalone shell, described above. This bacterial process,
therefore, offers an interesting bridge between comparatively simple biological processes
and those found in higher order organisms. As with the bacteria, an oyster does not directly
mineralise the calcium carbonate within its cells, but rather alters its chemical environment
in phases so that different layers of shell are induced around the organism with varying
patterns of crystal distribution and form. The shell is more like a piece of architecture than
a part of the organism itself, although the two are dependent on one another.
Experiments in Building Biological Protomaterials
Bacterial biomineralisation has been well studied and provides a context in which relatively
simple experiments can yield observable results. In addition, because most Synthetic Biology
are conducted using simple bacteria as the basis for genetic manipulation, observing their
natural states and processes gives important clues as to how such organisms might be
altered by genetic manipulation to produce usable material structures at a larger and,
perhaps, architectural scale. The experiments described below also highlight the differences
design experimentation. Two sets of experiments were conducted involving bacteria
induced mineralisation, both undertaken in collaboration with Northumbria University,
linking PhD and Masters students in Architecture with a Researcher in Biochemistry.
In both pilot studies the team started with typical growth on agar plates and ultimately
extended them by developing scaffolds designed to support the bacteria and expose it to
different conditions. The results of testing different bacteria under different chemical and
physical conditions led to a wide range of different crystal morphologies and patterns.
The key outcome was the demonstration of a process which begins to link the design of
macro structures to microscale effects and this helped to foster an understanding of the
relationship between biological, chemical and physical constraints on the state space of
this type of material construction. The following sections detail both experiments and offer
<< some insights on their analysis and implication for further research.
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Experiment 1
of bacteria on the distribution and morphology of calcium carbonate crystals. While the
basic chemistry of such reactions is well known, the reality of bio-induced mineralisation is
more complex and the initial experiment therefore focused on observing the differences in
the calcium carbonate crystals induced from two different species of bacteria, i.e. Bacillus
pasteurii and Bacillus megaterium. The two different species of Bacillus were grown on
hereafter referred to as Experiment 1A, was inoculated with a single colony Bacillus
pasteurii. The second plate, Experiment 1B, was inoculated with a single colony of Bacillus
megaterium. Both plates were incubated at identical conditions. A further experiment was
also run in parallel as a control, Experiment 1C. This was designed to demonstrate that, by
providing a nutrient rich environment without the presence of calcium chloride, no crystals
were induced by both bacterial species. Upon completion, samples were cut out of the
plates and prepared for observation under electron microscopy by vacuum dried and
coated with a thin layer of gold – see Fig. 1.

Fig 3.7.1 Electron Microscope image of Bacillus Pasteurii growing
in agar without the presence of calcium.

Fig 3.7.2 Electron Microscope image of a cluster of calcium
carbonate crystals induced by Bacillus Pesteurii.

Electron microscope images, Fig. 2, from sample Experiment 1C show thriving colonies
of bacteria, observed here as long tubular cells, with no sign of crystal formation. This can
be contrasted to Fig. 3 showing samples from Experiment 1A, inoculated with Bacillus
pasteurii, in which can be seen large, apparently multifaceted, spherical calcium carbonate
crystals. Fig. 4, which also comes from Experiment 1A, corresponding to the same
sample, shows the difference in scale between the bacteria cells and the crystal which are
embedded into the broken surface of the crystal.
These crystal forms are unique to calcium carbonate, which has been crystallised in
an environment rich in complex organic compounds. A striking feature is the connection
<<
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molecules, i.e. polysaccrides and chains of amino acids, although further analysis will need
not yet clear however, given their regularity and spatial relationship to the crystals, it seems
plausible to suggest that they are related to crystal nucleation and growth.

Fig 3.7.3 Electron Microscope image of the surface of a fractured
calcium carbonate crystal showing Bacillus Pesteurii bacteria
embedded in its surface.

Fig 3.7.4 Electron Microscope image of calcium carbonate
molecules.

Fig 3.7.5 Electron Microscope image of calcium carbonate
crystals induced by Bacillus Megaterium. The image shows the
bacteria colonies.

The extent of the crystallization process in experiment 1A can be observed in Fig. 5.
Although crystal formation, which is visible to the naked eye in this sample, is found in
higher densities near the bacterial colonies, crystallisation has also been induced across
the whole plate. Based on this evidence that the crystals are forming some distance from

<<

at this stage, this relatively simple experiment raises interesting questions, which could be
tested further.
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The images from Experiment 1B show very different structures, unlike the outcomes from
Experiment 1A, Fig. 6 shows that crystals are only found in conjunction with the bacteria
colonies and, while the crystals are of similar size, their morphology is plate-like and they
are stacked densely through the agar with ‘waves of crystals’ appearing to follow gradients
away from the bacteria colonies. This feature lends support to the idea that the network
and the extra cellular matrix of the bacteria rather than the agar environment. Experiment
1 generated compelling images and clearly demonstrated the importance of different
biologically controlled conditions in the formation of calcium carbonate. The protocols
enquiry and the experiments, albeit undertaken in a highly speculative mode, could have
been conducted by materials scientists.

organism (in this case the bacteria) and the creation of the visible mineral material, it can
be seen that a complex relationship exists between biological, physical and chemical
processes. The state space of material creation is not based on the organism alone, but
rather on the interaction of many different processes, all of which offer the opportunity
for intervention and control. This state space includes factors such as the locations and
spread of the bacteria colony, the composition and form of the material substrate, the
diffusion of the active chemical agent through the substrate and the interaction between
extra cellular materials and non-organic materials. In considering how we might design a
system to control the favourable formation of materials, it is therefore important to recognise
that genetic manipulation is only one factor in modifying the design’s state space. This
observation, in itself, challenges the current overriding focus of Synthetic Biology.

Fig 3.7.6 Close-up detail of calcium carbonate crystals induced
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Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was initiated as a student project conducted as part of a Stage 6 (Sixth
year of architectural study) design primer. The results of Experiment 1 were presented, as
were the physical and resource constraints of working in a laboratory environment. The
crystal formation. The research group was not able to modify the organisms themselves so
a series of experiments, to observe the results and begin to speculate on architectural
outcomes based on them.
The students worked on the design of a series of four ‘bioreactors’ of increasing
complexity in terms of the number of variables tested and the deviation from more
traditional agar plate type experiments. Bioreactors refer to any engineered device that
enables or supports a biologically active environment. Three of the bioreactors involved
modifying the conditions of a regular Petri dish, and a fourth was designed to be held
inside a bespoke container. In all of the experiments, the emphasis was on controlling the
physical conditions in which the crystals grew by manipulating the surface of the agar.
Fig. 7 shows the different bioreactors created based on experimental protocols, which
gave instructions for the preparation of agar substrate and the locations in which the
bacteria were to be inoculated. All experiments were run for a period of four days using
both species of bacteria used in the earlier experiments. Upon completion, samples were
collected and prepared for further analysis through Electron Microscopy. The aim of the
experiments was to observe how crystal distribution and morphology changed from the
previous experiments. The experiments were numbered 2A to 2D and, with the exception
Experiment 2D gave some of the most interesting results as it proposed a three
dimensional surface for the bacteria and a protocol which involved pouring agar, rich in
nutrients and calcium chloride and inoculated bacterial liquid culture over a series of both
slack and taught strings suspended between plastic disks. When the apparatus was
dismantled, samples were taken directly off the string and from the areas of agar around
the string. In some or these areas, sheets had dried forming connective ‘tissues’ between
the string. It was also found that the bacteria growth and subsequent calcium carbonate
soft ‘tissues’ into hard structure. It would appear that the presence of the strings controlled
the morphological properties of the calcium carbonate deposition. It was also noted that
to move us from microscopic bacterial events to structures we can begin to visualise and
test.
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Fig 3.7.7 Diagrams and images to show the four bioreactors and
the experimental protocols accompanying them.
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Fig 3.7.8 Images and diagrams of the locations and structures of
crystal growth within the bioreactors.

<<
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Conclusion
example, taking the earlier illustration of the oyster shell and the production of calcium
carbonate as a composite material, we can see that the synthetic engineering of such a
material on a larger scale could provide an alternative to traditional cavity wall construction.
It is tempting to suggest that such speculation and experimentation should be left to
material scientists or that molecular level ‘architectures’ are more suited to articulation
by molecular and micro-biologists. However, this view would miss the potential richness
of material engagement with engineered biological systems. Even in the relatively crude
experiments detailed above, the notion of ‘engineering nature’ encourages architects to
think in new ways about how the material world is and how it might be shaped. Whilst
inert materials are amenable to direct manipulation in the hands of the crafts person,
both the physical and chemical nature of the state space of construction. While this way
of thinking about material articulation appears alien to architectural practice, the broader
elements of the built environment are generally understood as being created in the context
of a combination of external factors such as political, social and cultural forces, alongside
in relation to material articulation which have been sparked by developments in Synthetic
Biology, involve an approach to the architectural object, where form is only possible in the
context of the dynamic forces interacting on biological, chemical and mechanical levels.
Consideration of the relationship between the ongoing speculation on the potential impact
of engineered biological systems and the realities of Synthetic Biology as it is currently
conceptualised, reveals compelling application domains but also a gulf in practices. It
seems clear from the existing architectural literature that it is expected that Synthetic Biology
will fundamentally change the process of construction from a situation where materials are
constructed using a heavily industrialised process—forged through physical and chemical
even whole buildings are grown through biologically induced chemical reactions where
molecular level parts self-assemble into larger structures. In addition to this compelling
possibility, there is the more speculative proposal that buildings may also be semi-living
entities, which exhibit life-like characteristics in terms of their adaptable propensity for
dynamic change.

<<
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However, we must translate these speculations into working hypotheses, understanding
compared to actual biological systems. Whilst it is possible to make broad generalisations
about the consilience between molecular scale events and the formation of materials at an
architectural scale, we know very little about the complex interrelation of elements across
scale which lead to biological morphology. Furthermore, we also need to reconcile our
cultural understanding of biological systems with the tectonics of biologically engineered
systems. Form may indeed be an emergent property of engineered biological systems,
but an aim of Synthetic Biology is to enable design from the top down so that parts
will assemble to patterns and tolerances that can be designed for. The challenge for the
morphology is evolved through complex interactions across scales. The second concerns
the development of appropriate tools and methods of abstraction and representation to
enable us to design such systems prior to the actual biological engineering process.
The experimental processes described above give a hint as to how this may be achieved.
The bacterial architectures observed and the scaffolds which were designed to shape
their constructions give clues as to how we can begin to prototype new types of material
assemblage and gain an understanding of the different logics inherent in different scales of
material organisation.

<<
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